The importance of the tourist tax:

The tourist tax (also called visitor’s tax, local tax, residency tax or guest tax) is levied in all Austrian provinces and in neighbouring European countries.

The tourist tax goes to fund, maintain and operate infrastructural facilities in particular. The Tourist Boards supervise thousands of kilometres of cross-country skiing trails, mountain bike, hiking and walking trails and are involved in numerous facilities as a financing partner (lifts, swimming pools, tennis courts etc.).

So you see, the revenue from the tourist tax is extremely important to the no. 1 holiday destination in the Alps.

The tax is governed by the ‘Tiroler Aufenthaltsabgabegesetz’ [Tyrolean Tourism Tax Law].

Every visitor must always be registered immediately with an entry into the visitors' book – regardless of the length of stay. The visitors’ books must be fully completed and visitors must confirm the accuracy of the data entered by signing it.

The tax begins with the first overnight stay and ends with the last. The reporting requirement applies to the guest!

The local tax in Serfaus-Fiss-Ladis is €2.60 per person per night. ALL adult visitors must pay the local tax (no discount or exemption for invalidity). All kids are exempt from local tax until the end of the calendar year in which they turn 15.

For detailed information, please see the Tyrol Information Folder (German).